CARELESS LOVE
Phase V Foxtrot & Jive

INTRO: CP DLW lead feet free wait 2 meas;; Hover semi;
Pcup sd cl;

PART A: Reverse turn;; Three-step; Manuv; Impetus semi;
In & out runs;; Opn natural turn; Outside spin; Back
turning lock; Manuv; Bk turning whisk; Thru & semi
chasse; Pcup sd cl; Dip & hold; Rec & tch;

PART A: Reverse turn;; Three-step; Manuv; Impetus semi;
In & out runs;; Opn natural turn; Outside spin; Back
turning lock; Manuv; Bk turning whisk; Thru & semi
chasse; Pcup sd cl; 2 lt turns wall;;

PART B: Chasse L & R; Basic rk to semi – Fallaway throwaway;;;
She Go, He Go twice;;; Chng L to R fc wall – Chng hnds
bhnd back fc COH;;; Chng L to R fc LOD – American
Spin;;; Link to continuous chasse;; Rk bk, rec, walk &
pkup;

PART C: Telemark semi; In & out runs twice;;; Promenade
weave;; Hover telemark; Natural hover fallaway;
Bk bk/lk bk; Slip pivot bjo; Manuv; Impetus semi;
Fwd hover bjo; Back hover semi; Pcup sd cl;

BRIDGE: 2 lt turns fc LOD;;

PART A: Reverse turn;; Three-step; Manuv; Impetus semi;
In & out runs;; Opn natural turn; Outside spin; Back
turning lock; Manuv; Bk turning whisk; Thru & semi
chasse; Pcup sd cl; 2 lt turns wall;;

ENDING: Lt turning box;;; 2 sd closes; Side & thru; Lunge LOD
& hold;